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Abstract. The paper concerns the relationship between graph theoretic and algebraic properties of 
structured flowchart schemes. For each of ten classes of flowchart schemes defined algebraically, a
graph theoretic property is given which characterizes this class. The classes include the Dijkstra 
schemes, Elgot’s CACI and %-schemes, the reducible schemes and Kosaraju’s BJ,-schemes. For 
two classes of schemes defined by a graph theoretic property, an equivalent algebraic charac- 
terization is found. 
0. Introduction 
Advocates of “structured programming” have objected, on occasion, to at least 
two features of unrestricted GO-TO programs: “crc:s jumps” across divergent flows 
of control and unrestricted jumps both in and out of loops. Notice that both features 
are properties of the underlying flowgraph of the program. On the other hand, 
“structured programs” have sometimes been defined “algebraically” as those pro- 
grams built using a restricted set of operations from certain “generating” programs. 
For example, the well known class of Dijkstra programs consists of those programs 
that can be built from the atomic instructions using, “composition”, “if-then-else” 
and “while-do” operations. 
While this paper is not concerned with the arguments for “structured program- 
ming”, it does deal with the relationship between graph theoretic and algebraic 
properties of “structured programs”. We treat unimerpreted flowchart programs, 
i.e. flowchart schemes. For each of ten classes of flowchart schemes defined alge- 
braically, a graph theoretic property is given which characterizes this class. 
The graph theoretic properties which characterize the various classes of schemes 
are directly related to the objections to unstructured programs. These properties 
describe restrictions on entering and leaving loops (“reducibilify” and “bireduci- 
bility”) on cross jumps between divergent flows of control (the “bipath exit 
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property”) and on how certain loops may overlap (the “bipath reentry property”). 
Our characterization of the class of Dijkstra schemes, for example,, may be roughly 
put as follows (see below for a precise statement): A flowchart scheme F (with one 
begin and one exit) is a Dijkstra scheme iff 
(a) every .iertex lies on some path from the begin to the exit, 
(b) they< are no cross jumps across divergent flows of control (we say F has the 
“bipath exit property”) and 
(c) each loop has a vertex which is its unique entrance and exit (we say “F is 
bireducible”). 
The only result of a similar kind which we know of is Theorem 9.1 [2] (due to Elgot 
and Shepherdson) which characterizes algebraically those flowgraph schemes in 
which each loop has a unique entrance (the “reducible” flowgraphs of [1], [4]). (A 
generalization of this theorem is proved in [3]J Further for two classes of (accessible) 
flowchart schemes defined by a graph theoretic property, viz. the acyclic and 
bireducible schemes, an equivalent algebraic haracterization is found. 
Our results do not say when a given scheme F may be “translated” into a class of 
structured program schemes but rather determine when F itself is a member of this 
class. ’ 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 the notion of a flowchart scheme is 
reviewed and the basic operations on these schemes are recalled from [2]. Several 
classes of schemes are defined. In Section 2 the appropriate graph theoretic 
properties are introduced and some consequences of the definitions are given. After 
a summary of the definitions, the results are listed in Section 3. The proofs of most of 
these results are given in Section 4. There is a glossary of definitions and notations at 
the end of Section A. 
i. Operations on flowchart schemes 
We briefly review some definitions, most of which appear in [2]. A directed graph 
G = (V, .E, s, t) consists of a set V of vertices (or nodes), a set E of edges and 
functions s, t : E + Vi For an edge e, s(e) is the source and t(e) the target of e. The 
outdegree (indegree) of a vertex v is the number of edges whose source (target) is v, 
We will be concerned almost exclusively with directed graphs uch that the outdegree 
of each vertex is at most two. 
Let I’be a ranked set (i.e. a set I’equipped with a “rank function” from r into the 
nonnegative integers N). We let I”, denote the set of elements of I’ of rapk yt. A 
flowchart scheme (“scheme” for short) F : n + p over r consists of the following: 
(1) a finite directed graph, 
(2) an enumeration exit 1, . . . , exit, of p distinct vertices of outdegree 0 (the 
“exits” of F), 
(3) a labeling function: each nonexit vertex v of outdegree k is assigned a“letter” 
in rkp and the k edges with source v are put in bijective correspondence with 
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[k]={l,2,..., k}, so that one may speak of the first, second,. . . , k-th edge leaving 
0, 
(4) a “begin function” b with domain [n] whose values are vertices of the graph. 
When n = 1, we identify b y+Ath b(1); i.e. b is a vertex of 1”. 
9(r) is the set of all schemes over r 
We will be concerned almost exclusively with schemes over a ranked alphabet S 
such that r’ = 0 unless n = 1 or n = 2. We then write & = O and & = l7. We think of 
0 as a set of names for operations and n as a set of names for predicates. Note that in 
schemes over (O,l7) the only vertices of outdegree zero are the exit vertices. Instead 
of labeling the two edges leaving a vertex of outdegree two by the numbers 1 and 2, 
we use the letters T and cp for the “true” and “false”. Unless otherwise indicated, from 
now on “scheme” will mean “scheme over (0, lT)“. 
Certain simple schemes play an important role. For each o E 0 there is an atomic 
scheme denoted o : 1 + 1 or simply o, indicated by Fig. 1.1. This scheme has two 
A 
Fig. 1.1. w:l+l. 
vertices, one of which is an exit. The value of the begin function, which will always be 
indicated by the arrow with no source, is the vertex labeled W. Similarly, for each 
R E R there is an atomic scheme denoted either rr : 1 + 2 or simply rr, indicated in Fig. 
1.2. The schemes o E L!, 7 E n are the only atomic schemes. 
Fig. 1.2. R: 1+2. 
For each positive integer p and each i E [p] thero is a trivial scheme i, : 1 + p all of 
whose vertices are exits. The begin vertex is exiti. The scheme 23 is indicated in Fig. 
1.3. 
Fig. 1.3. &: l+ 3. 
Given schemes F : n + p and G : p --) q the operation of composition produi;es the 
scheme Fo G : n + q obtained by identifying exiti of .F with begin j of G, j E [p] 
(assuming that the set of vertices of F are disjoint from those of G). 
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Given schemes Fi : ni + pi, i = 1,2 the operation of circle sum or separated source 
pairir,g produces the scheme F1 0 F2 : nl + n2 + p1 +p2 which is obtained from the 
disjoint union of Fl and F2 by relabeling the begins and exits of F2. Fl 0 F2 is 
indkated in Fig. 1.4. 
Given schemes with a common target Fi : ni + p, i = 1,2 the operation of source 
pairing produces a scheme (Fl, F2) : nl + n2 + p which is obtained from the disjoint 
union of Fl and F2 by relabeling &ii: begins of F2 and identifying exitj of Fl with exitj 
of F2, for each j E [p]. (F,, F2) is indicated in Fig. 1.5. 
Fig. 1.5. (Fl,Fz):nl+n2+p. 
The operations of composition, circle sum and source pairing are associative so 
that we may write exprzssions uch as (F, G, H) without ambiguity. 
By appropriately source pairing the trivial schemes i,, we may obtain a bijection 
between the functions f : [n]-, [p] ~4 the “trivial schemes” f : n + p (all of whose 
vertices are exits). The scheme d : n + p corresponding to the function f : [n] + [p] is 
the scheme (f(1) p, . . . ,f(n),)). For example, if f: [2]+ [3] is the function f(1) = 3, 
f(2) = 1, then f is given in Fig. 1.6. The scheme p + p corresponding to the identity 
function [p] + [p] is denoted IP. This bijection preserves composition: if f : [n] + [p] 
and g:[p]+[q], then fg =fog. 
Fig. 1.6. f:2-,3. 
Let F: 1 + p + 1 be a scheme such that exit,+1 is not the begin vertex. The 
operation of sc&r iteration (“iteration” for short) produces the scheme Ft : 13 p 
obtained from F by identifying exit,+1 with the begin vertex of F; in other words, to 
obtain Ff, delete exit P+l from F and direct all edges in F whose targets are exit,+l to 
the begin. The scheme 7~’ : 1 + 1 is indicated in Fig. 1.7. 
Any scheme may be obtained from the atomic schemes and trivial schemes 
using just the operations of composition source pairing and “vector” iteration 
(see [2]). 
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Fig. 1.7. ntl + 1. 
It is convenient to define severa! further operations on schemes using the opera- 
tions defined above: binary alternation, separated and separated atomic substitution, 
exit merging and the while-do operations. 
For each ?T E n and schemes F, G : 1 + p, binary alternation produces v(F, G) : 
l-3 p. This operation may be read “if ?r, do F; else do G”. 
For schemes F: 13 n and Gi : 1 +pi, i E [n] separated substitution produces 
Fo(G~OG~O’..OG,~):~~P~+... +p,. In the special case that F =I w E f2 or 
F= rr E l?, the operation is called separated atomic substitution and produces w 0 G or 
rro(Gi 0 Gz). 
When F is restricted to be some ?T in l7, the operation is called separated binary 
alternation. Thus while binary alternation produces no(Gr, Gz), (when Gl and G2 
have the same target), separated binary alternation produces V( G1 0 Gz), and 
there is no restriction on the targets of G1 and G2. 
Given a scheme F : n + p and a surjective function f: [p] =+ [q], the operation of exit 
merging (or “merging” for short) produces F of (where f is the trivial scheme 
corresponding to f). For example if F is the scheme indicated in Fig. 1.8, and 
Fig. 1.8. F: 1+3. 
f : [3] + [2] is defined by 2 = f( 1) = f(2), f(3) = 1, then Fof is indicated in Fig. 1.9. 
Note that a special case of merging is a permutation of the labeling of the exits. 
IX/G LX/T 
Fig. 1.9. Fof: l-*2. 
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We rlote the following facts, For any schemes F1, F2 : 1 + p, 
wo(F,, F2) = no(F, 0 F2)4 
re f : [2p]* [ p] is the surjection taking i and i + p to i, for i E [p]. Similarly, if 
G~:l+q,i=l,2then 
+[FI db F2) = ?ro(Fpfl, F20f2) (1) 
whale f; : [p, J-+ [ p1 + pz] and f2 : [ ~23 -) [ p1 + pz] are the inclusion and translated 
two wM&do operations produce, for w E l7 and any scheme F: 1 -p 1, the 
[n~(lr 0 E)J’ and [no(&, 12lso(l, 0 F)]+ 
which might be called “while not ?r, do -F” and “while ?r, do F” respectively. This 
our list of operations. 
1.10 the scheme F = w+o, w’) : 1 + 1 is depicted, and “while not ii, do 
F9Jt : 1 + 1 is indicated in Pig. 1.11. 
Fig. 1.10. F=n4aJ,w’):l+l. 
Fig. 1.11. [+(I1 8 F)Jt. 
Using the above operations we will define three classes of schemes. Other classes 
are defined in Section 3. 
The class $3 of “Dijkstra schemes” is the smallest class of schemes F : 1 + I which 
contains the trivial scheme I1 : 1 -, 1, all atomic schemes o E Q and which is closed 
un&r the operations of composition, binary alternation and both while-do opera- 
tions. Thus, for example, if F and G are in 9, so are v(F, G) and [rr 0 (11 0 Ff. 
The chss of CACI schemes (defined in [2]) is the smallest class of schemes F : 1 -, p 
wtids contains all trivial schemes i, : I + p and the atomic schemes O, o E 0, closed 
un&r composition, binary alternation, and iteration. Note that the composition 
schemes is defined only when F: I--* 1 and G : 1 +p, i.e. when the 
1 o Note further that there are CACI schemes which are not “accessible” 
are CACI schemes having some vertex not on a path starting at the 
When p > I, i, : I-+ p is not accessible. The CACI schemes are closely related 
* %&clremes”, defined below. 
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%# is the smallest class of schemes F : 1 -) p containing Ii, the atomic schemes W, 
w E 0, closed under composition, separated binary alternation, merging and 
iteration (see [2]). Elgot [2] showed that any accessible scheme 1 + p is “strongly 
equivalent” to a s-scheme, and any scheme 1 +p is strongly equivalent o a CACI 
scheme. He also showed that every accessible CACI scheme is a %scheme. We close 
this section with a proof of the converse of this fact. 
Proposition 1.1. Every %-scheme is an accessible CACI scheme. 
Proof. Each of the classes of schemes above has been given an “impredicative” 
definition as the smallest class satisfying certain conditions. In the usual way, we may 
make such definitions more constructive by saying that a scheme F belongs to the 
class X (where X is one of these classes) iff there is a finite sequence of schemes 
Fr, b;;, ” l - 9 F, such that Fn is F and such that for each i, 1 s i s n, either Fd is one of 
thle generators of X or Fi is obtained from the schemes Fj, j < i, by using one of the 
prescribed operations. if we call such a sequence adescription of F, we define d(F) to 
be the least n such that there is a description of F of length n, We may then prove 
each scheme F in X has a certain property by induction on d(F). We use this method 
to prove the following: 
Lemma 1.2. Let F : 1 + p be a CACI scheme and let f : p i* q be a trivial scheme 
corresponding toa function f : [ p] + [q]. Then G = Fo f is a CACI scheme. 
Proof. By induction on d(F). If d(F) = 1, then F is either i, : 1 + p for some i E [p] or F 
is w : I--, 1, some w E 0, In the first case, G is f(i),. In the second case f is I, for some 
i E [q]* In either case G is a CACI scheme. 
Assume the lemma is true for all CA, I schemes F’ with d(F’) c d(F). Of course if 
d(F) > 1, F is obtained either by composition, binary alternation or iteration from 
CACI schemes F’ with d(F’) < d(F). 
If F is the composition 1 x 11 p and d(J) <d(F), then Jof is CACI, and (HoJ)of ==c 
Ho(M). Thus G is the composition of two CACI schemes. 
Similarly, if F is no(H, J), then H of and Jof are CACI by the induction 
hypothesis. But w(H, J)of = ~(Hof, Jof), as may be easily checked. Thus G is the 
binary alternation of two CACI schemes. 
Lastly if F is Ht for some CACI scheme H : 1 +p + 1, then G = Htof = [Hoh]*, 
where h : [p + l] + [q + 1] is the function defined by: 
. 
h(l) { 
f( G, i (5 [PI, 
= q+l, i=p+l. 
Since A(H) < d(F), H 0 h is CACI, by induction. Hence G is also CACI. 
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Using Lemma 1.2 the proof of Proposition 1.1 is easy. Lemma 1.2 implies that 
CACI is a class of schemes containing the generators of % and closed under all the 
%-operations ( ince rr o(F Q G) = ~(Fof, Gag), for appropriate injectionsf and g 
(see Proposition 1.1). Since 9?J is the smallest such class, %? E CACI. It is clear that 
every %-scheme isaccessible. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.1. 
In conversation Elgot observed the following fact: 
Proposition 1.3. F : 1 + p is a CACI scheme iff there is a %-scheme G and an injective 
function f such that F = Gof. 
2. Graph theoretic properties 
In this section several graph theoretic properties of flowchart schemes will be 
defined. None of these properties depends on the way the vertices of the scheme are 
labeled; all make sense when applied to directed graphs with distinguished begin and 
exit vertices. 
2.0. Subgraphs of schemes 
Suppose F is a scheme with underlying directed graph (V, E, s, t). A subgraph of F 
consists of sets V’c V, E’E E such that for each e E E’, s(e) and t(e) are in V’. A 
subset V’ of Vdetermines the subgraph V’, E’ of b: where E’ is the set of e E E such 
that both s(e) and t(e) belong to V’. 
2.1. Paths 
U 
Let F be 
5 0, is a 
a scheme having vertices uandv.A path P from 14 to v, 
sequence 
p:u+vor 
p = vlelv2e2 l 9 9 e,,-lo, (2) 
where vi = u, v,, = v and for each i, 1 s i < n, ei is an edge with source vi and target 
vi+ 1. The source of p is u and the target of p is v. When u = v tht re is a trivial path 
u + v having no edges. For the path p in (2) we define the set of vei tices v(p) in p by 
(3) 
In the sequence (2), we say vi precedes vi if 1~ i <j s n; vi is the immediate 
predecessor f v i+l and vi+1 is the immediate successor of vi, 1 s i < n. The path p is 
simple if vi # vi when i # j. If the source of p is the target of p, p is closed. The path p in 
(2) is a cycle if p is closed, non-trivial and if whenever vi = vi and i <j, then i = 1 and 
j=n. 
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Ifp:u-+5,andq:u-+warepathsinFweletp=q:u-*wdenotethepathfromuto 
w obtained from p and q in the obvious way. 
If G and H are subsets of the set of vertices of F, a minimal path from G to H is a 
path p as in (2) whose source is in G and whose target is in II such that vi E G u H iff 
i=lori=n. 
We sometimes identify a path p with the set of vertices v( p), so that, for example, it 
will be meaningful to say “q is a minimal path from the set of vertices G to the path 
p”. 
A vertex tr is an initial entry node to subset G of vertices of the scheme F : 13 p 
if v = b E G, or v # b and v is the target of a minimal path (called an initial entry 
path to G) from the begin b of F to G; v is a final exit node of G if v 1s the 
sowce of a minimal path (called a final exit path from G) from G to some exit 
of F. 
The scheme F is acceSSible if each vertex is the target of a path whose source is a 
begin vertex; F is biuccessible if F is accessible and each vertex is the source of some 
path whose target is an exit. 
2.2. Bottlenecks 
A nonexit, nonbegin vertex v of the scheme F : 1 *p is a bottleneck if v E v(q) for 
every path q from the begin to an exit. Note Fhat the set of bottlenecks of a 
biaccessible scheme is well ordered by the relation: vl < v2 if there is a path q : b + v1 
such that 02 & v(q). 
If v is a bottleneck in the biaccessible scheme F : 13 p we let hit(v) be the 
subgraph of F defined as’follows: a vertex or edge is in Init if it is contained in 
some path from the begin to v which contains only one occurrence of v. In the 
obvious way Init( v) can be made into a scheme Init( v) : 1 -, 1 whose begin is the begin 
of F and whose exit is v. (Note that if an edge has its source in IniF( v) - {v}, its target 
must belong to Init also.) Let Term(v) consist of v and all vertices not in Init( 
The edges of Term(v) are those edges of F having both their source and target in 
Term(v). 
Suppose there is no edge in F whose source is in Term(v) and whose target is in 
Init( v) - {v}. In this case Term(v) may be considered ascheme Term(v) : 1 + p whose 
begin is v and whose exits are the exits of F; moreover in this case, 1c may be written 
as the composition 1 
hit(o) Term(u) 
1 -p. 
2.3. Stung components 
A subset G of vertices of the scheme F is strongly connected if for any u, v E G 
there is some path p : u + v with v(p) c G. A strong component of F is a strongly 
connected set of vertices G such that if G E H and H is a strongly connected set of 
vertices, then G = H; i.e. G is a maximal strongly connected set. 
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2.4. Reducible and bireducible schemes 
A scheme F : 13 n is reducible [2] if for every cycle p in F, v(p) has a unique initiall 
entry node; i.e. if p is a cycle, there is a vertex u E v(p) such that every minimal path 
from b to v(p) has target u. (A notion “dual” to this is used in [S] for different 
purposes.) F is bireducible if for every cycle p in F, there is a vertex which is 
simultaneously the unique initial entry and final exit node of v(p). 
Proposition 2.4.1. A scheme F : 1 + p is reducible iff every strongly connected subset of 
the vertices of F has a unique initial entry node. Similarly, F is bireducible iff every 
strongly connected subset of vertices has a vertex which is simultaneously a unique 
initial entry node and a unique final exit node. 
We indicate the proof of only the first statement. Suppose that G is a strongly 
connected set of vertices of the scheme F having two initial entry nodes. We may 
then find a cycle in F having two initial entry nodes, so that F is not reducible. Clearly 
if each strongly connected set has a unique initial entry node, so does each cycle, so 
that F is reducible. 
2.5. The bipath exit property 
Let F : 1 + n be a scheme. A pair of distinct nontrivial simple paths p, q : u + t’ in F 
such that the only vertices contained in both v(p) and v(q) are u and v is a bipath. The 
vertex u is the head of the bipath and v is the tail cf the bipath. Bipaths will be 
denoted u =$ g v or, when the names of the paths are unimportant, simply 
u =$ v. (4) 
A bipath u 3 v is proper if v is not an exit vertex of F. 
A bipath u 2 g v is an entry bipath if u is an initial entry node to the set v(p) u v(q). 
We may now state the main definition of this section. 
Definition 2.5.1. A scheme F : 1 + n has the bipath exit property if for every proper 
entry bipath u ‘=$ xv, the tail of the bipath (viz. v) is the unique final exit node of 
v(P)uv(q)* 
The class of schemes F : 1 + n with the bipath exit property is denoted BX. The 
scheme F in Fig. 2.1 does not have the bipath exit property, while F’ does. 
We will derive some elementary consequences of the bipath exit property. 
proposition 232. Suppose F : 13 p has the bipath exit property. Let u zt v be a 
proper entry bipath. If r is a path from u to an exit, then v E v(r). 
The proof is obvious. 
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Fig.2.1.(a)F:1+2;(b)Ft:l+l. 
Proposition 2.5.3. Suppose F: 13 p has the bipath exit property. Let u. 4pv and 
u =t $ y be proper entry bipaths in F. Then v = y. 
Proof. Assume v # y. Choose a simple path from u to an exit, say d : u + exit. By 
Proposition 2.5.2, r contains both v and y. Assume v precedes y in r (see Section 
2.1). Let I’ : y + exit be the final segment of r, so that v E v(r’). At most one of the paths 
p’, q’ : u + y contains v. If p’ does not contain v, then u c y 2 exit is a path from u to 
an exit which does not contain v, contradicting Proposition 2.5.2. 
Proposition 2.5.4. Suppose F : 1 + p is a biaccessible scheme with the bipath exit 
property. Then every cycle in F has a unique initial entry node, i.e. F is reducible. 
Proof. Let c be a cycle in F such that v(c) has distinct initial entry nodes v and y. By 
letting u be the last common vertex of initial entry paths from b to v and b to y, 
respectively, we may obtain thi following picture (see Fig. 2.2); where c = q 9 r : v + v. 
V 
p1 p2 A 
u 
Y 
rl 
r 
Fig. 2.2. 
Thus u is the head of the proper entry bipaths 
P2” 
u-v and u3y 
PC P1’9 
contradicting Proposition 2.5.3. 
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Proposition 2.5.5. Suppose both F : 1 +landG:l+pareinBX.ThenFOGisinBX. 
2.6. The bipath re-entry property 
Let X be the set of vertices v(p) WV(~) determined by the bipath u 3: v. A 
re-entry path for this bipath is a minimal path from X to itself of the form r :x + u, 
where x is some vertex in X. Thus the only vertices in v(r) nXare x and u. 
A scheme F : 1 + p has the bipath re-entry property if whenever u sv is a proper 
entry bipath in F and whenever l : v + u and r2 :x + u are re-entry paths of this 
bipath with x # v, then every initial entry node to v(rl) v v(r2) is in fact in v(rl). (Mote 
that v& v(r2).) We denote the class of schemes F : 1 + p with the bipath re-entry 
property BE. 
As an example, the scheme F in Fig. 2.3 does not have the bipath re-entry property 
while G does: 
Fig. 2.3. (a) F: l-, 1; (b) G:l*1. 
The following connection between the two bipath properties is useful later. 
Proposition 2.6.1. Suppose F : 1 + n + 1 has the bipath re-entry property. If Ft : 1 + n 
does not have the bipath re-entry property, thert Fdoes not have the bipath exit property. 
Hence ifF E BXn BE, then Ft E BE. 
Proof. If Ft fails to have the bipath re-entry property, there is a proper entry bipath 
u *qP v, a vertex x E v(p), x f v, and re-entry paths rl : v -) u, r2 : x + u such that there 
is an initial entry node to ~(i-~) ti v(r2) contained in v(r2) - v(rl). Since F has the bipath 
re-entry property, this initial entry node must be the begin b of Ft (and F), and there 
must be an edge of Ft in r2 with source w (say) and target 6. Thus in F there is an edge 
with source w and target exit,+l. Thus, by making use of an initial segment of r2, 
there is a path x + exit,, 1 in F which does not contain v. Thus v is not the unique final 
exit node of v(p) u v(q) in F so that F does not have the bipath exit property. 
Corollary 2.6.2. If F : 1 + n + 1 has both bipath properties, o does P . 
Proof. By Proposition 2.6.1 we need show only that Ft has the bipath exit property, if 
F does. But this is obvious. 
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3. The results 
In this section the equivalence of certain algebraic and graph theoretic properties 
of schemes will be stated. All proofs wiil be given in Section 4. The definitions of all of 
the various classes of schemes, including some definitions given earlier, will be given 
here. 
3.1. The algebraically defined classes 
Each of these classes has a definition of the following form: the class X is the least 
class of schemes F : 1 -, p containing certain generators which is closed under certain 
operations. Thus we will list only the name of the class being defined, its generators, 
and the operations under which the class is closed (see Table 3.1). 
Table 3.1 
Name Generators 
it? 
‘K 
59 
CACI 
9? 
I,, f2 
I,, a n 
IdJ 
I&i, iE:[pl 
(all p > 0) 
r,,n.n 
compositinu, separated atomic substitution, merging 
composition, binary alternation 
composition, separated atomic substitution, merging, both while-do opera- 
tions 
composition, binary alternation, both while-do operations 
separated atomic substitution, merging, iteration 
composition, separated atomic substitution, merging and iteration 
composition, binary alternation, iteration 
separated substitution, merging, iteration 
We note that in the above table, when “composition” is listed, it is always 
restricted to the composition of schemes F : 1 + 1 and G : 1 + p, since each scheme in 
any of the above classes has only one begin vertex. Also the iteration operation is 
scalar conditional iteration [Z, p. 441. The schemes i, are the “trivial schemes” (see 
Section 1). When 0 (or n) is listed as a generator, it is intended that each atomic 
scheme o E 0 (n’ E l7) is a generator. 
3.2, Theorems 
Theorem 3.2.1. A scheme F : 1 + p is in Q? iff F is biaccessible, acyclic and F has the 
bipath exit property. 
Theorem 3.2.2. A scheme F : I--, p is in %Yal iff p = 1 and F E 9% 
Theorem X2.3. A scheme F : I --, p is in 9’ iff F is biaccessible, bireducible and has the 
bipa th exit property. 
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Theorem 3.2.4. A scheme F : 1 -+ p is in 9 i’p = 1 and F E 9+. 
Theorem 3.2.5. A scheme F : 1 + p, is in %- iff F is accessible ana has no proper entry 
bipaths. (This fact generalizes to schemes in 9(r), i.e. schemes over an arbitrary 
ranked set r.) 
Theorem 3,2.6. A biaccessible scheme F : I + p, p > 0, is in 3 iff F has both bipath 
prcperties. (This fact generalizes to schemes in S(n.) 
Theorem 3.2.7. A biaccessible scheme F : I -, pi p ) 0, is in CKI ifl the subgraph 
obtained from F by deleting all inaccessible exits has both bipath properties (see 
Proposition 1.3). 
Theorem 3.2.8 (Elgot-Shepherdson [2] or [3]). A biaccessible F : 1 + p, p > 0, is in 99 
iff F is reducible. (This fact generalizes to 9((r).) 
We will state the characterization of the B.&-schemes at the end of this section. 
Section 3.3 gives an “algebraic” characterization oftwo classes of schemes defined 
by graph theoretic properties. 
3.3. Theorems (continu p*d) 
Theorem 3.3.1. A scheme F : 13 p is biaccessible and acyclic i# F belongs to the least 
class of schemes containing II, 0, l?closed under separated substitution and merging. 
Theorem 3.3.2. A scheme F : 1 + p is biaccessible and bireducible iff F belongs to the 
least class of schemes containing I, 0, rI closed under separated substitution, merging 
and the while-do operations. 
We have not obtained algebraic equivalents of either the bipath exit or re-entry 
properties. 
In order to define the classes BJ,,, we introduce the operations C, and On, n 3 1. 
3.4. Definitions 
Definition 3.4.1 (of the-operations C,, and &). For each m E II, let P+ be the scheme 
T : 1 -B 2 and let 7r-l be the composition 1n 2 L 2, where f : [2] + [2] is the nontrivial 
permutation. Let fi be the collection of all schemes r+ and 6 for r E ZI. The 
operations Cn are defined inductively. Given p E fl and a scheme F : 13 1, Cl( p, F) 
is the scheme. 
C1(p, F):L2=2. 
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Assume the operation C’ is defined for pi E .@ Fi : 1 + 1, i E [n], yielding a scheme 
C,(PI, FI, . . . , p,,, Fn): l-2. Then C-,+l(p~, FI, . . . , p,,+l, Fn+l) is defined as 
1 
C##*) 
2 
(1~.C,(P2,F2.....Pn+l.F,+,)) N.3 - L. 
Cz(pl, Fl, ~2, F2) is indicate*3 in Fig. 3.1. 
The operation 0” (see 16, Section XV]) applied to pi E n, and schemes Fi : 1 + 1, 
i E [n] yieEds a scheme 1 + 1 defined by: 
JMpt, Fl, . . . , pm 8,) = K’XPI, FL. . . , pm F,)I’. 
Note that $2, is a while-do operation. 
Definition 3.4.2 (of the classes J3.I: and BJ,). BJ: is the least class of schemes 
F : 1 + p containing II and 0, closed under the operations of composition, separated 
atomic substitution, exit merging and the operations J2i, for 1 G i c n. BJ, is the least 
class of schemes F : 13 1 containing &,a closed under composition, binary alter- 
nation and the operations 0i, 1~ i G n. 
Note. Only the schemes BJ,, n 3 1 were defined in [6]. Perhaps use of the letter fi 
(without subscripts) to denote a set of atomic schemes, and ‘XI,,” to denote an 
operation on schemes will cause confusion. We are using- “L&” for the operation 
because this letter was also used in [6]. 
3.5. A theorem 
Theorem 3.5.1. A scheme F : 1 + p is in BJZ ifi F is 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
biaccessible ; 
F has the bipath exit property ; 
every cycle in F has a unique entry node and at most n final exit nodes, one of 
which is the initial entry node, and 
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(iv) if vi is a final exit node and ri : vi + exiti, is a final exit path from a cycle, in F, for 
i = 1,2, then the immediate successor of VI on rl is the same vertex as the 
immediate successor f v2 on r2. 
AschemeF:I+pisinBJ,iffp=I andFEBJl. 
Remark. From the characterization theorems above, it follows that the inclusion 
relations among the various classes is given by Fig. 3.2 (where if there is a path from 
AtoB,AsB). 
Fig. 3.2. 
The class +?J- does not contain any class BJ:, but is computationally more powerful 
than any such class: 
any accessible scheme is “strongly equivalent” (see [2]) to a scheme in %?-. This is 
not true for the classes BJk (see [6]). 
4. Proofs 
The weight w(F) of a scheme F : 1 -, p is the number of nonexit vertices in F. Many 
of our proofs proceed by induction on weight. An exit edge of a strongly connected 
subset G of a scheme F is an edge of F whose source is in G but whose target is not in 
G. The following easily proved Lemma is quite useful. 
Lemma 4.1. Let F : 1 -) p be a biaccessible scheme of positive weight. F has a strong 
component all of whose xit edges have exits of F as their targets. 
We call a strong component K of F with the property that the target of any exit 
edge of K is an exit of F an end component of F. 
Corollary 4.2. Let F : 1 + p be a biaccessible acyclic scheme. Either p = 1 and F is II or 
F has a nonexit vertex vsuch that the target of every edge with source v is an exit of F. 
Proof. All strong components of an acyclic scheme consist of single vertices. Thus 
Corollary 4.2 follows from Lemma 4.1 and the fact that the only biaccessible scheme 
of weight zero is II. 
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Remark 4.2.1. Suppose an end component K of F : 1 + p has a unique initial eztxy 
node v and n exit edges. Then we may consider the scheme Jc : 1 + n obtained from K 
by adding all edges in F with source and target in K, as well as the exit edges of K 
together with n distinct exit vertices as targets of these exit edges. The vertex v serves 
as the begin of g The labeling of the vertices and edges of K is inherited from E 
Note that the indegree of each exit in g is one. If G is the scheme obtained from F by 
deleting K (and all edges with source and target in K) and replacing v by a new exit 
vertex, 
F=G*(E 0 I&f (5) 
wheref : in + q] -, [p] is a surjective function and where 4 + 1 is the number of exits of 
G Thus 
F is obtained from G, K and 11 by separated substitution and 
merging. (6) 
Lemma 4.3. Let d be the least class of schemes F : 13 p containing 11, 0, II closed 
under separated substitution and merging. If F E ~4, then F is a biaccessible acyclic 
scheme. 
The easy proof by induction on d(F) (see proof of Proposition 1.1) is omitted. We 
now prove Theorem 3.3.1. 
Theorem 4.4. F E .SQZ iff F is a biaccessible acyclic scheme. 
Proof. We need prove only the converse of Lemma 4.3: if F : 1 + p is a biaccessible 
acyclic scheme, FE SQ. This is proved by induction on the weight of F. If w(F) = 0, 
then F = II by Corollary 4.2, and hence FE ~4. If w(F) is positive, there is a vertex v 
of F all of whose successors are exits of F by Corollary 4.2. Suppose the outdegree of 
v is one and v is labeled o E In. We may assume the indegree of each exit of F is one 
and that the “successor” of v (i.e. the target of the unique edge with source v) is exit1 
(since, if not, F is obtained from such a scheme by merging, and d is closed under 
merging). Let G be the scheme obtained from F by deleting v and the edge from v to 
exit r, and replacing v by a new vertex labeled exit 1. Then F = G 0 (O 0 IPel) if p > 1, 
and F = GW if p = 1. In either cast F is obtained from G, o and 11 by separated 
substitution. Since w(G) = w(F) - 1 and since G is biaccessible and acyclic, G E sr2 by 
the induction assumption. Hence FE &. 
The case that the outdegree of v is two and v is labeled 7r E Iy is similar and 
omitted. (The reader will note that the same proof applies to schemes in s(r).) 
Lemma 4.5. Let 93 be the least class of schemes containing II, 0, II closed under 
separated substitution, merging and both while-do operations. If FE 3, then F is a 
biaccessible bireducible scheme. 
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The proof, by induction on d(F), is omitted. We now prove Theorem 3.3.2. 
Theorem 4.6. FE 98 iff F is a biaccessible bireducible scheme. 
Proof. We need prove only the converse of Lemma 4.5. Let F : 13 p be a biaccessible 
bireducible scheme. If the weight of F is zero, F = 11 by Corollary 4.2, and FE 9. 
Otherwise let K be an end component of F. By Proposition 2.4.1 the source of every 
exit edge of K is the unique initial entry node v of K. If all edges with source v are exit 
edges of K, then K is the singleton {v}, and we may proceed as in Theorem 4.4. 
Otherwise, the outdegree of v is two, v is labeled r E Z7 and only one edge with 
source v is an exit edge of K. Suppose the “false” edge leaving v has target w in K. 
Let H : 1 + 1 be the scheme obtained from K as follows. The vertices of H are all 
vertices in K except v, and the edges of H are all edges having both source and target 
in K with the exception of the edge from v to w; moreover H has a new vertex 
“exitl” and all edges from a vertex in H to v are directed to this new vertex “exiti”. 
The labeling of the vertices and edges in H is inherited from F. Then z (see Remark 
4.2.1) is [n 0 (110 H)]‘, the while-do of H, and as in Remark 4.2.1. 
F = Go@ 0 Ip-l)of; 
i.e. F is obtained by separated substitution merging and a while-do operation from 
schckmes G and H of lower weight. Since both G and H are biaccessible and 
bireducible if F is, G and H are in 9# by the induction assumption. Thus FE SB, 
completing the proof. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
Using the same technique, one can prove Theorem 3.2.8. (see [3]). We now will 
prove most of the assertions in Section 3.2. 
Lemma 4.7. If F is a scheme i.~z %, F is biaccessible, acyclic and is in BX (i.e. has the 
bipath exit property ).
The proof is omitted. We now establish Theorem 3.2.1. 
Theorem 4.8. F E W iff F is biaccessible, acyclic and in BX. 
Proof. We need only prove the converse of Lemma 4.7. Thus suppose F: 1 +p is 
biaccessible, acyclic and in BX. If w(F) = 0, F = 11 E Ce. Otherwise, suppose first that 
the begin b of F has outdegree 2and is labeled n: If both edges with source b have the 
same target w, then since b has indegree zero (since F is acyclic), F = wfoG, where 
f : [2] a [l] is the unique function, and G : 1 + p is the scheme obtained from F by 
deleting b and both edges with source b from F. Since w(G) <w(F) and since G is 
also biaccessible, acyclic and in BX, G E %. Thus FE %‘. 
Now suppose the outdegree of b is 2 and w1 is the target of the T-edge and w2 is the 
target of the &edge with source b, w1 # ~2. Suppose there is no proper entry bipath 
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in F with the begin as its head. Then if WI + o and w2 + v are paths in F with a 
common target, v is an exit of F. Then if Fi is the scheme consisting of all vertices and 
edges on paths from wi to an exit of F, i = 1,2,thenF=?ro(F1 @Fz)of,wherefisa 
surjective function. Again, by induction, FE S’. 
If there is a proper entry bipath b =f v in F with b as its head, there are paths wi + v 
in F. We claim that v is a bottleneck in F (see Section 2.2). Indeed, if there is a path 
b + exit in F which does not contain v, v would not be the unique last exit of the 
proper entry bipath, contradicting the assumption that FE BX. Let v. be the feast 
bottleneck in F (see Section 2.2 again). If E: : 1 + 1 is the scheme consisting of all 
vertices and edges on simple paths wi + VO, i = 1,2, we have 
F = wo(F1 0 F&foTerm(vo) = mo(F~, FWI’erm(uo) 
(where again f : [2]+ [l] is the unique function) since F is acyclic. By induction, 
Term(uc) E % and hence F E %. 
In the case that the outdegree of b is one, D = ~(3, for some G. By induction, 
GEW,SOFE%. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2.2 is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 and 
is omitted. 
Lemma 4.9. Every scheme in 9’ is biaccessible, bireducible and in BX. 
We are now prepared to establish Theorem 3.2.3. 
Theorem 4.10. A scheme F is in 9’ iff F is biaccessible, bireducible and in BX. 
Proof. We need to prove only the converse of Lemma 4.9. We repeat he argument of 
Theorem 4.8 to show: if the indegree of the begin of F is zero, then F may be 
decomposed as either o 0 G, 7~ 0(F1 0 F2) or v 0 (F1, F2)o G, where G, F1 and F2 h.ave 
lower weight than F and satisfy the hypothesis imposed on F. 
In the case the indegree of b is positive, let S be the strong component of b. By 
Proposition 2.4.1, b is also the unique exit node of S. Hence b is labeled with some 
7~ EIZ, and if the exit edge of S is the T-edge, 
F = [TQ(& 0 G)]+oH 
for some unique schemes G : 13 1 and H. Thus F is formed from G and H using 
composition and 8 while-do operation. By induction, G and H are in B’, since they 
are necessarily bireducible, biaccessible and in BX. Hence F E 9’. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2.4 is almost identical to Theorem 4.10 and is omitted. 
We omit the proof of the character; 23 iion of %-. We note that Theorem 3 -2.7 follows 
immediately from Theorem 3.2.6 and Proposition 1.3. 
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The characterization of the schemes in BJ; and BJ, involves no essentially new 
ideas, and we omit the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
A significantly different argument is used to characterize the biaccessible 93- 
schemes. The easier half of the proof is: 
Lemma 4J1, Every biaccessible scheme F : 14 p, p > 0 in 33 has both bipath properties 
(i.e. is in BXn BE). 
The proof of Lemma 4.11 is not entirely trivial: one needs to apply Corollary 2.6.2. 
We now establish Theorem 3.2.6. 
Theorem 4.12. A biaccessible scheme F : 1 -, p, p > 0 is in % iff F has both bipath 
properties. 
Proof. We prove the “converse” of Lemma 4.11. Let F : 1 + p, p > 0, be a biac- 
cessible scheme in BX n BE. Again we use induction on w(F) but we don’t use the 
idea of “end component”. The basis step w(F) = 0 is trivial. Now we divide the 
argument into the usual two cases. Let b be the begin of F. 
Case 1. Indegree b = 0. If b is labeled o, F = o oG, for some G : 1 + p and we get 
G E $9 by induction, since G is clearly in BX n BE. Hence FE 9% 
If b is labeled 7r and the successors of b are distinct we argue as in Theorem 4.8 to 
show either there is a least bottleneck v, or else F = w(Fl 0 F&f, and in this latter 
case Fi E % by induction and hence FE 3. 
Now assuming that v is the least bottleneck, suppose that there is no edge in F from 
Term(v) to Init(v)-{v}. Then, as noted in Section 2.2, F =Init(v)oTerm(v)= 
72 0 (FI, F2) oTerm(v), where FI, F2 are as in Theorem 4.8, and again 
FE% 
We now show there can be no edge from Term(v) to Init(v)-{v}. Indeed, if e is 
such an edge with target y in Init( then b would be the head of two proper entry 
bipaths b ==f v and b s y, with v # y, contradicting Proposition 2.5.3. This completes 
the argument for Case 1. Note that we have not used the fact FE BE. 
Case 2. Indegree b > 0. Let G : 1 + p + 1 be a scheme such that G’ = F and the 
indegree of the begin of G is zero. Since F is biaccessible, p > 0. If G E BX n BE, 
then by Case 1, G E % and hence FE 3. Otherwise GE BX (since it is easily shown 
that for any acheme H, if Ht E BE, then HE BE). Thus in F there is a proper entry 
bipath u z,: v, a vertex x # v in v(p) and a path x + b. Let i : b + u be an initial entry 
path to v(p) v v(qk 
Since FE BX it is easily shown that v is a bottleneck in F. This time we choose v as 
the greatest bottleneck with the above property. If there is no edge with source in 
Term(v) and target in Init - v, F = Init(v)oTerm(v), as in Section 2.2. It is easily 
seen that Init : f + 1 and Term(v) : 1 + p are biaccessible and in BX n BE, so by 
induction, each is in % and thus FE c8. 
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Otherwise, there is an edge e with source in Term(v) and target y in Init -{v}. 
Using the fact that F E BX, it is easy to show that y E v(i) (or else y would be the tail of 
a bipath having last exit other than y ). Suppose that y is not the begin of F. Then there 
are re-entry paths 11: v + y + u, r2 : x + b + u! to the bipath such that v(r2) does not 
contain v, contradicting the fact that FE BE. Thus y = 6. 
(Perhaps Fig. 4.1 will be useful at this stage.) 
Fig. 4.1. 
We have thus established that all edges with source in Term(v) and target in 
Init -{v} have target b. Let H : 1 +p + 1 be the scheme obtained from Term(v) by 
redirecting all edges with source in Term(v) and target b to a new target: exit,+l. 
Then consider the composition 
hit(u) H 
l- 1-p+l. 
H is in BX, or else v was not the greatest bottleneck in F with the above property. H 
is in BE since F is. Clearly Init( v) E BX n BE and just as clearly, Init( v) and H are 
biaccessible. Thus Init E 33 and H E 3 are biaccessible. Thus Init E 33 and H E S?l. 
But by construction, F = [Init(v)oH]+, so F E $9. The proof is complete. 
Shepherdson has recently found a characterization ofthe entire class %!I (not just its 
biaccessible members). 
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